SC&T RRC MINUTES
March 2015
Date/Time: 10/03/2015 9:34 PM

General Business
Balgownie Venturer Unit
Greg has been in contact with the Regional Commissioner for Venturers Mark Woodard as it has
occurred that Balgownie Venturer Unit has lost their Leader Ben Low. They are a unit made up of 1620 active members, but they are a group that needs direction and guidance from a motivated leader
or Mark fears they will not be able to survive. At present the Balgownie Group leader has taken over
the role but desires that a Rover or team of Rovers form nearby crews Austinmer, Figtree or 4 th
Wollongong to take on the task in a rotation or roster until a suitable replacement can be found. It is
also open for a Rover or two to fully take on the role of leader as well.
Dragon Skin
Anyone going to Dragon Skin will need to have their Working With Children Check or you won’t be
able to go. Lisa Goodall is the only Rover registered for a VOC role, but Austinmer and Figtree have
bases registered. Fees had changed, this year $105 for early bird payments until the 13th March or it
will be $130 from thereafter. You can deposit your fee into:
- Account name: Scouts NSW VOC 3
- BSB: 032153
- Account number: 149582
Rover Venturer Rally
RVR will be 9-10 May, it would be great if it could be entirely Rover run. It is the best possible
Venturer recruitment activity for us as a region. We need volunteers to create bases, as well as teams
to run the bases with them. E1 to be uploaded onto the website soon. Visit your nearest Units and
start promoting it.
Rover Den Repairs
Work on the Rover Den is coming along; there are no more exposed wires anymore. Bob suggests
that the Rover Den gear that is left over from Korrahill’s recent deregistration should be placed in the
Rover Den, and the other ceremonial gear removed from them be kept in the region as well.
SC&T Moot 2015
Craig’s tender for moot will be based around the idea of Action Moot: The moot that plays with you!. He
has a list of activities that can be viewed that include water slides, swimming in the pool. Dates will
be 15-17 January, immediately following the Jamboree. In order to hopefully increase moot
attendance the event organisers will be looking into hire a bus to transport out of region/state Rovers.
The only thing that may have effect on the camp is a wedding on Friday between 4:30-6:30.

Pigskin
Peter Geare would like to thank the Rovers for all of their service at events, and would like to ask if
we could also give some more of this service at the upcoming Pigskin event. Held on 27-29 March,
the fee will be $20, or if you want catering as well it will be $45. If you are interested you will need to
register by 20th March. Peter Zuiderwyk has offered to create as base if we have the Rover numbers to
support a base.
Information from Branch
There are still some BRC Roles that need to be filled, including Venturer Liason Officer. There is also
a possibility for one person to represent the Rovers section for a May Madness Training Course. The
BRC AGM will be held 17-19 April. NRC is organizing a group of people whose task will be to look at
the Board of Scouting and how it works, positions are open to people who have knowledge about law
and management. There is a BST training course 11-12 July at Heathcote, more details will be
supplied at a later date. The cutoff for completing the old-system Baden Powell Scout Award will be
at the end of this year. On a serious note, Rovering ceremonies that include any form of bullying or
hazing will not be tolerated, for example a booting ceremony is about receiving a boot trophy or
small gift/ceremony to commemorate someone’s time in rovering and not about literally kicking or
assaulting them. These actions carry serious consequences.
RRC Survey
There is a survey on the SC&T Facebook page about the role of RRC and what these meetings mean
to you as a Rover, there are not many questions to fill out and it would be good for you to encourage
your crew members to complete them as well.
Constitutional Changes
Motion to change the word ‘President’ to ‘Chairman’ in the constitution.
Proposed:
Seconded:
Motion: Passed
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